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*1001

MacAllister blue 2 wheeled sack barrow

*1002

Red metal 2 wheeled sack barrow

1039

Small box containing fishing items incl. Sil Star
fishing reel, Mitchell fishing reel, tapered tippets,
Berkley triline, etc.

1003

Spear & Jackson twin arm petrol straight arm
strimmer

1040

Garden Hozelock hose on trolley

1004

Kawaski TV18 petrol straight arm strimmer

1041

6 Verve pond and plant protection nets

1005

Qualcast B43 bent arm petrol strimmer

1042

6 Verve pond and plant protection nets

1006

(1006) Little Wonder petrol leaf blower

1043

1007

Spear & Jackson SPACS.4645 petrol chainsaw

2 boxed Cole & Bright solar poppy wind chime
lights

1008

Qualcast PCS462 petrol chainsaw

1044

2 boxed Cole & Bright solar poppy wind chime
lights

1009

(1024)Black and orange electric garden shredder

1045

2 boxed Cole & Bright solar poppy wind chime
lights

*1046

2 garden recycling bags

*1010

Boxed SIP 63L electric cement mixer

*1011

Boxed SIP 63L electric cement mixer

*1012
*1013

Boxed Einhell Classic electric pole hedge trimmer 1047
Boxed Einhell Classic electric pole hedge trimmer 1048

*1014

Boxed Einhell Classic electric pole hedge trimmer

1015

JPW trailer hand winch

1016

Sealey pull and release winch

*1017

Boxed Brookstone 4 in 1 rechargeable jump
starter and air compressor with Tyre Fix rescue
liquid sealant air compressor

1018

4400IB hydraulic trolley jack

1019

2 Mighty bike helmets

(1049) Roll of border fencing, 10mx0.65m
(1045) Boxed Gardman garden arch, 190cm(h) x
100cm(w)

1049

(1046) Boxed Gardman garden arch, 190cm(h) x
100cm(w)

1050

7 boxes containing Gardman high visibility dog
vests

1051

Browning carbon fishing rod with Zensorflex fishing
rod

*1052

1 boxed and 1 unboxed portable hose reel

1053

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

1054

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

*1020

Boxed Hose Coi professional series self coiling
hose

*1021

Boxed Hose Coi professional series self coiling
hose

1055

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

1056

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

Tub of car lube long life motor oil with 2 small
bottles of Extreme Diesel emission reducer and 3
bottles of Formula Gold diesel system treatment

1057

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

1058

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

1059

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

1060

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

*1022

*1023

Boxed Nilfisk C120.7 electric pressure washer

*1024

(1032) 2 Go Golf AGM batteries with 3 Yuasa
valve regulated lead acid batteries and Yucel
rechargeable battery

1061

6 Blooma Kimberly solar stake lights

*1062

4 boxed Ledvance sensor floodlights

*1025

3 tie down straps

*1063

Boxed Pro Elec LED work light

*1026

17 Michelin car scratch repair pens

1064

*1027

2 boxed patio heaters

Green leather fishing case containing fishing rods
with small green fishing bag

1028

3 boxed triple lantern garden lamp posts

1065

2 battery operated Abella lanterns, size L

1029

2 Eurohike camp beds

1066

2 battery operated Abella lanterns, size L

1030

Boxed Gardman Georgian 3 tier flower fountain

1067

2 battery operated Abella lanterns, size L

1031

Boxed Gardman Georgian 3 tier flower fountain

1068

2 battery operated Abella lanterns, size L

1032
*1033

Boxed Gardman Georgian 3 tier flower fountain
Boxed SLX digidome outdoor digital TV aerial

1069

Uppingham bird table

1070

Uppingham bird table

*1034

Boxed Pro Elec quartz wall mounted patio heater

1071

*1035

Boxed Pro Elec quartz wall mounted patio heater

(1084) Boxed Verve Easy Arch, size 240cm(h) x
140cm(w)

1072

(1085) Boxed Verve Easy Arch, size 240cm(h) x
140cm(w)

1073

(1087) Boxed Verve Easy Arch, size 240cm(h) x
140cm(w)

1036

Wall mounted Hozelock hose reel with hose

1037

(1054) 5 decorative Loire border edging

1038

(1054) 5 decorative Loire border edging
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1074

(1088) Boxed Verve Easy Arch, size 240cm(h) x
140cm(w)

1108

(1114) Box containing 6 Verve plant protection
fleeces, 1.5m(h) x 1.7m(w)

1075

(1086) Boxed Verve Easy Arch, size 240cm(h) x
140cm(w)

1109

(1115) Box containing 6 Verve plant protection
fleeces, 1.5m(h) x 1.7m(w)

1076

5 packs of oak dean 5 piece assorted twine

1110

1077

5 packs of oak dean 5 piece assorted twine

(1116) Box containing 6 Verve plant protection
fleeces, 1.5m(h) x 1.7m(w)

1078

Box containing 12 rolls of Verve galvanized wire

1111

1079

2 rolls of wire netting, 10mx0.9m

Box containing 6 Verve plant protection fleeces,
1.5m(h) x 1.7m(w)

1080

2 rolls of wire netting, 10mx0.9m

1112

Box containing 6 Verve plant protection fleeces,
1.5m(h) x 1.7m(w)

1081

Boxed Kingfisher 9kg traditional cast iron effect
parasol base

1113

Boxed cockerel weather vane

1082

Bundle of various walking sticks

1114

Box Gardman garden Westminster clock

1083

Stack of 6 cream rattan effect hanging baskets
(14")

1115

Precision radio controller temperature clock

1116

Precision radio controller temperature clock

1084

Bypass lopper and secateurs set

1117

Precision radio controller temperature clock

1085

Boxed Moulton Mill gardeners folding table in pink 1118
floral pattern
1119

Boxed Kingfisher 15m garden sprinkler system

Boxed Moulton Mill gardeners folding table in blue 1120
and green floral pattern
1121
Kent & Stowe general lopper and general shears 1122
set
1123
Bundle of 10 plastic coated bamboo supports
1124
Bundle of 10 plastic coated bamboo supports
1125
Bundle of 10 plastic coated bamboo supports
1126
Bundle of 10 plastic coated bamboo supports
1127
Bundle of 10 plastic coated bamboo supports
1128
Bundle of 10 plastic coated bamboo supports
1129
spare
1130
(1099) Boxed decorative easy garden obelisk,
1.9m (76")
1131
(1100) Boxed decorative easy garden obelisk,
1.9m (76")
1132
(1101) Boxed decorative easy garden obelisk,
1133
1.9m (76")

(1130) Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain

1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097

(1129) Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain
Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain
Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain
Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain
Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain
Boxed Georgian 2 tier flower fountain
Wooden framed cream cloth garden parasol
Wooden framed cream cloth garden parasol
Wooden framed blue cloth garden parasol
Wooden framed blue cloth garden parasol
(1112) 5 packs of Green Gem 3 piece antique
bronze garden edging
(1111) 5 packs of Green Gem 3 piece antique
bronze garden edging
2 boxed solar daisy wind chime lights
2 boxed solar daisy wind chime lights

(1097) Boxed decorative easy garden obelisk,
1.9m (76")

1134

2 boxed solar daisy wind chime lights

1135

6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

1099

(1098) Boxed decorative easy garden obelisk,
1.9m (76")

1136

6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

1137

6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

1100

(1121) 10 path and border edging

1138

6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

1101

(1122) 10 path and border edging

1139

6 Eden Bloom butterfly hanging spinners

1102

Stack of 5 mountain leaves conical shaped
hanging baskets

1140

2 boxed decorative garden obelisks, 1.9m (76")

1103

Stack of 5 mountain leaves conical shaped
hanging baskets

1141

2 boxed decorative garden obelisks, 1.9m (76")

1142

Box containing 10 Blooma BBQ covers

1104

Stack of 5 mountain leaves conical shaped
hanging baskets

1143

Box containing 10 Blooma BBQ covers

1144

Box containing 10 Blooma BBQ covers

1105

Stack of 5 mountain leaves conical shaped
hanging baskets

1145

Box containing 12 distressed decorative hanging
basket brackets

1106

Pair of black garden troughs

1146

1107

Box containing 6 Verve plant protection fleeces,
1.5m(h) x 1.7m(w)

Box containing 12 distressed decorative hanging
basket brackets

1147

Box containing 12 distressed decorative hanging

1098
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basket brackets

1187

spare

1148

Box containing 12 distressed decorative hanging
basket brackets

1188

spare

1189

spare

1149

Box containing 12 distressed decorative hanging
basket brackets

1190

spare

1150

Box containing 12 distressed decorative hanging
basket brackets

1201

Hanlem Orbital mountain bike in blue and yellow

*1202

(1192) Extreme road bike in black and yellow

1151

Boxed Royal Court giant 4 in a Row game

*1203

(1193) Extreme road bike in black and yellow

1152

Boxed Royal Court giant 4 in a Row game

*1204

(1184) Extreme road bike in black and red

1153

Boxed Royal Court giant 4 in a Row game

*1205

(1194) Extreme road bike in black and red

1154

Boxed Royal Court giant 4 in a Row game

*1206

(1195) Extreme road bike in black and red

1155

Boxed Royal Court giant 4 in a Row game

1207

Mesh no geared bike in black and grey

1156

Boxed Royal Court giant 4 in a Row game

1208

Vintage Hercules folding bike in blue

1157

(1155) 4 boxed mosquito repellents

1209

1158

(1156) 4 boxed mosquito repellents

Childs Traxx T12 pedal bike with childrens play
train

1159

4 boxed mosquito repellents

1210

(1282) Kettcar 4 pedal go kart

1160

4 boxed mosquito repellents

1211

(1167) TaylorMade golf bag containing 2 golf clubs
with 2 wheeled golf trolley

1161

4 boxed mosquito repellents

1212

Childrens Shift petrol motor bike

1162

4 boxed mosquito repellents

*1213

1163

Battery operated Abella lantern, size L

Pallet containing approx. 100 Hozelock 30m super
expandable hoses (used)

1164

3 boxes containing 18 Larchwood Forge cast iron
horse head hooks

1214

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1215

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1165

3 boxes containing 18 Larchwood Forge cast iron
horse head hooks

1216

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1166

Flopro decorative dog sprinkler

1217

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1167

Flopro decorative dog sprinkler

1218

spare

1168

Box containing 10 garden click lights

1219

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1169

Box containing 10 garden click lights

1220

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1170

2 solar fairy houses

1221

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1171

2 solar fairy houses

1222

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1172

2 potted orchids in grey stone pots

1223

Boxed Baron charcoal BBQ

1173

2 potted orchids in grey stone pots

1224

1174

Box containing 20 interlocking path and border
edging

Concrete garden ornament of child with water jug
plus concrete ornament in the form of a man and
lady hugging

1225

2 concrete garden gnomes with concrete owl

1175

Box containing 20 interlocking path and border
edging

1226

Concrete statue of lady and child

1176

Box containing 20 interlocking path and border
edging

1227

Concrete garden circular pot with grape vine
decoration

1177

Box containing 20 interlocking path and border
edging

1228

Concrete garden statue of lady in skirt

1229

2 wheel single axle metal frame wooden box trailer
with integral lighting

1230

(204) Pallet containing approx. 40 black plastic
storage boxes

*1178

2 door wooden cold frame

1179

Shop Rider disability wheelchair, no charger

1180

Boxed Nature Life fitness trampoline

1231

2 1'x6' single wooden trellis panels

Box of BG weather storm sockets

1232

2 1'x6' single wooden trellis panels

1182

spare

1233

2 1'x6' single wooden trellis panels

1183

spare

1184

spare

1234
1235

2 1'x6' single wooden trellis panels
2 1'x6' single wooden trellis panels

1185

spare

1236

10 metal fencing stakes

1186

spare

*1181
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1237
*1238

2 3'x6' wooden trellis panels

1270

Toro 6.5HP self propelled petrol lawn mower, no
grass box

(1218) 2 door wooden cold frame

1239

1'x6' trellis panel

1271

Sisis petrol scarifier

1240

Roll of wire fencing

1272

Atco petrol lawn mower with grass box

1241

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1273

Qualcast electric lawn raker with grass box

1274

Pair of MPASS tyres with Mega radial tyre

1242

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1275

Battery operated childs ride on car in the form of a
Range Rover, no charger

1243

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1276

Champion electric lawn mower with grass box

1277

Water pump

1244

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1278

2 wheeled wooden pull along trailer

1245

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1279

Westwood T1400 Twin petrol ride on lawn mower

1280

1246

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

2 pre planted ceramic butler style sinks with 2
concrete planters containing mixed plants

1281

Fox Lawn Ranger MK2 grass trimmer

1247

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1282

5 packs of 3 classic metal plant support hoops

1283

5 packs of 3 classic metal plant support hoops

1248

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1284

4 log rolls, 1.8mx0.30m

1285

Garden chiminea

1249

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1286

4 wooden log rolls, 1.8mx0.23m

1250

Decorative metal trellis panel with bird and leaf
decoration

1287

5 lengths of fixed log edging, 1mx0.23m

1288

5 lengths of fixed log edging, 1mx0.23m

1251

6 black plastic garden chairs

1289

5 lengths of fixed log edging, 1mx0.23m

1252

6 wooden log rolls, 1.5mx0.15m

*1290

Flat pack galvanized wheelbarrow, no bolts

1253

6 wooden log rolls, 1.5mx0.15m

1291

Dark green petrol lawn mower with grass box

1254

Large concrete garden bird bath with children
climbing tree decoration

1292

Honda HR194 petrol self propelled lawn mower
with grass box

1255

(1237) Concrete Buddha

1293

1256

Concrete gnome with wheelbarrow

Vintage Atco lawn mower with roller attachment
and grass box

1257

(1238) Concrete Oriental lady

1294

Vintage lawn mower with roller attachment and
grass box

1258

(1246) Brown mesh garden sun lounger

1295

spare

1259

(1179) Metal and wooden garden bench with
matching table

1296

spare
spare

1261

1297
Decorative metal garden pot stand in the form of a
1298
half penny bike
1299
(1249) 2 rolls of green border edging

1262

2 chicken coops

1300

spare

1263

Mexican hat pig feeder

1301

4 trays of begonias

1264

Sovereign petrol self propelled lawn mower with
grass box

1302

4 trays of begonias

1303
Toro 4 cycle petrol self propelled lawn mower with 1304
grass box
1305
Sovereign petrol lawn mower with rgass box
1306
Webb petrol self propelled lawn mower with grass 1307
box
1308
Alko 46BR Classic self propelled petrol lawn
1309
mower with grass box
Tecumseh 50 self propelled petrol lawn mower, no 1310
grass box
1311

4 trays of begonias

1260

1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
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spare
spare

4 trays of African marigolds
4 trays of African marigolds
4 trays of African marigolds
2 trays of petunias
2 trays of petunias
Tray of fuchsias
Tray of fuchsias
Tray of fuchsias

1312

Tray of fuchsias

1358

4 trays of dianthus

1313

2 baskets of sweet pea plants

1359

4 trays of large daisies

1314

3 baskets of sweet pea plants

1360

4 trays of ceraria

1315

Hanging basket of mixed flowers

1361

2 trays of petunias

1316

Hanging basket of mixed flowers

1362

2 trays of petunias

1317

Wicker basket of petunias and other flowers

1363

2 trays of petunias

1318

2 basket planters of mixed flowers

1364

2 trays of petunias

1319

Wicker basket of petunias and ivy

1365

2 trays of petunias

1320

Potted rose

1366

2 trays of petunias

1321

Potted rose

1367

2 trays of fuchsias

1322

Potted rose

1368

2 trays of fuchsias

1323

Potted rose

1369

2 trays of fuchsias

1324

Potted rose

1370

2 trays of fuchsias

1325

Potted rose

1371

2 trays of fuchsias

1326

Large tray of large daisies

1372

2 trays of fuchsias

1327

Large tray of large daisies

1373

4 small trays of begonias

1328

Large tray of large daisies

1374

4 small trays of begonias

1329

Mixed vegetables incl. sage, peppers, parsley, etc. 1375

4 small trays of begonias

1330

Mixed vegetables incl. sage, peppers, parsley, etc. 1376

Tray of honeoye strawberry plants

1331

2 pots of rhubarb

1377

Tray of honeoye strawberry plants

1332

Hanging basket of pansies

1378

Tray of marigolds

1333

Hanging basket of pansies

1379

Tray of marigolds

1334

Hanging basket of pansies

1380

Tray of marigolds

1335

Hanging basket of fuchsias

1381

Tray of marigolds

1336

Hanging basket of fuchsias

1382

2x trays of striped Petunia

1337

Hanging basket of fuchsias

1383

2x trays striped Petunia

1338

Mixed tray of fuchsias and other plants

1384

2 trays mixed Petunia

1339

Mixed tray of fuchsias and other plants

1385

2 trays mixed Petunia

1340

Mixed tray of fuchsias and other plants

1386

Trailing tomato hanging basket

1341

Mixed tray of fuchsias and other plants

1387

Trailing tomato hanging basket

1342

Tray of mixed flowering plants

1388

Trailing tomato hanging basket

1343

Tray of mixed plants

1389

Trailing tomato hanging basket

1344

Tray of mixed plants

1390

Tray of aubergine plants

1345

Tray of mixed plants

1391

4x small trays of hot Apache peppers

1346

Tray of mixed plants

1392

4x small trays of supersteak tomatoes

1347

Tray of mixed plants

1393

4x small trays of cucumber

1348

2 pots of pelagoniums

1394

4x small trays of Moneymaker tomato plants

1349

4 small trays of snap dragons

1395

4x small trays of courgettes

1350

4 trays of alison

1396

4x small trays of Dahlias

1351

4 trays of nasturtium

1397

4x small trays of Dianthus

1352

4 small trays of snowtopia

1398

4x small trays of Dianthus

1353

4 trays of aranara

1399

4x small trays of Marigolds

1354

4 small trays of red flowers

1400

4x small trays of Marigolds

1355

4 trays of red flowers

1401

4x small trays of Marigolds

1356

4 trays of nicotiana

1402

4x small trays of yellow Marigolds

1357

4 trays of dianthus

1403

4x small trays of Fountain Mix Lobelia
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1404

4x small trays of purple Lobelia

2032

3 vintage pictures of Bedford and the River Ouse

1405

4x small trays of Dianthus

2033

1406

4x small trays of Dianthus

3 crates of mixed bygones incl. scales, lanterns,
tools, blow torches, etc.

1407

Tray of mixed plants

2034

Mahogany inlaid centre table

1408

Tray of mixed plants

2035

Virginia organ

1409

spare

2036

Mid century circular brown and beige patterned rug

1410

spare

2037

Graduated blue patterned rectangular rug

2001

(2150) Pine single door cupboard with single
drawer

2038

(2071) Mahogany circular dining table on
decorative supports, missing 1 castor

2002

Pair of framed and glazed Waterloo prints

2039

2 bamboo framed cane conservatory chairs

2003

Mahogany effect single door glazed cupboard with 2040
shelving inside
2041

Circular single pedestal bistro table in white

2004

2 red petrolium spirit cans

2042

2005

Vintage twin handled trunk, printed 'Captain
T.Wood, Royal Artillery'

Beech effect sectional boardroom table on tapered
frame supports

2043

Red figured and bordered rug

2006

Reproduction mahogany nest of 3 coffee tables

2044

Wooden wine rack

2007

Mahogany effect 2 tier stand

2045

Wooden yoke

2008

Edwardian inlaid cupboard with single drawer over 2046

2009

SOL Cerveza Epecial illuminating beer sign

2010

Pair of pine single door bedsides

2047

Manual vintage iron grinder with hopper

2011

Wood effect chest of 5 drawers

2048

Nest of 3 cherry effect coffee tables

2012

Wooden cased wall clock

2049

2013

Wooden cased mantle clock with lion's head
details

(2060) Single metal framed chair with bent ply
seat and back

2050

2014

Mahogany cased mantle clock

(2055) Charcoal upholstered swivel engineer's
chair on metal base

2015

Painted pine slimline chest of 5 drawers

2051

Oval beech effect boardroom table

2016

Small wooden stool

*2052

Set of 10 red and black upholstered office
boardroom chairs on bent chrome frames

2017

Pine open front bookcase with 2 drawers

2053

2018

Model of Spanish galleon

(2051) Pair of blue upholstered free standing office
screens by Delta Screen

2019

Smiths leather cased clock on metal stand with
matching barometer

2054

Framed decorative mirror with 2 framed and glazed
prints

2020

2 bank station clocks

*2055

Modern grey tambour front stationary cupboard

2021

Wooden cased grandfather clock

2056

3 stacks of black metal mesh waste paper baskets

2022

Mid century teak drop side dining table

2057

White wide 4 drawer filing cabinet

2023

Rope handled wicker basket

*2058

Set of 3 maple effect office stationary cabinets

2024

Leather top single drawer occasional table with
campaign style handles

2059

Pair of modern beige, black and gilt table lamp
bases with tapered green shades

2025

Octagonal mahogany centre table with turned
cross stretchers

2060

(2071) Pair of oak effect open front bookcases

2061

Vintage leather cased set of boules and shoes

2026

Spindle back armchair

2062

Small green rug

2027

Pine dining table and 3 matching blue painted rush 2063
seated dining chairs
2064
Set of Weylux platform scales with assorted
weights
2065
Green leatherette upholstered lounge suite
2066
comprising 3 seater sofa and 2 armchairs
2067
Mid century teak mini sideboard with 3 drawers

2028
2029
2030

and cupboard
2031

2068

Blue upholstered L-shaped sofa system
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Set of 4 brown leatherette upholstered dining chairs

Paximat electric projector and further boxed
Sankyo Dualux 1000 projector

Quantity of various tapestries, paintings and prints
Pine single bed frame with Bonnell Springs Rest
Assured mattress
Wood effect chest of 5 drawers
Pine cupboard with 2 drawers over
Small upholstered footstool, single drawer plant
stand and cherry effect magazine rack
Mahogany cased wall clock

2069

Wall clock by Faujanet, Sarlat with decorative
mother of pearl inlaid frontage

2108

Crate of silly specs

2109

Crate of Whatamugs

2070

2 framed teddy bear pictures

2110

Crate of Transformers comics

2071

(2009) Light grey 2 drawer side table

2111
(2148) Mahogany nest of 3 coffee tables on castors 2112

(2115) Crate of bags

2072
2073

Modern pine pew

2113
(2068) Harris tweed jacket and 2 further articles of 2114
clothing
2115
(2069) 3 vintage British Rail jackets and 2 pairs of
trousers
2116
Metal 8 drawer by Art Metal
2117
Metal railway lantern

Crate containing pictures and maps

2078

2 galvanized buckets and 1 galvanized red painted 2118
fire bucket

4 crates of mixed housewares incl. ornaments,
pictures, cookware, clocks, magazine rack, etc.

2079

3 Staffordshire style dogs

2119

2080

Collection of various ornaments and glassware
incl. Wedgwood dishes, coaster sets, glass bells,
cut glass dish, letter rack, etc.

2 crates of mixed homewares incl. tins, crockery,
etc.

2120

Large quantity of various DVDs

2121

Large quantity (approx. 10 boxes) of various
ceramics and collectibles

2074
2075
2076
2077

Crate of Danish Bing & Grondahl ceramics
4 crates of mixed ornaments and glassware
2 crates of mixed ceramics, glassware, scales,
etc.
Crate of various paper plans
Crate of gramophone records and blue and white
serving dishes

2081

Wooden hanging EXIT sign

2082

Small quantity of floral patterned bone china

2122

2 Zippo display cases with boxes

2083

Shelf of Oriental ornaments and vases

2123

Crate of Duplo

2084

Shelf containing Oriental dinner service

2124

4 crates of various CDs

2085

Shelf of Royal Albert crockery with old country
roses pattern

2125

(2123) Dolls house with box of accessories and
furniture incl. lighting system

2086

7 Oriental collectors plates

2126

2087

Mitterteich Bavarian coffee service

2 crates of mixed homewares incl. soil sieve, tins,
paint testers, mask, mirror, prints, etc.

2088

(2089) Oriental tourists tea service

*2127

(2139) Relyon ortho back car double mattress

2089

Tray of baseball cards

*2128

2090

Shallow tray of vintage Meccano

King size memory foam mattress and divan bed
base (missing drawer)

*2091

(2190) Bulova ladies watch with stainless steel
strap

2129

Large corner sofa system in brown leatherette
upholstery

2092

Pair of Rudolph Grahl vintage skis with bamboo
poles

2130

Hauck pop up bed and Intex air bed

2131

spare

2093

Green car buoy

2132

spare

2094

Wrought iron door bell with horse decoration

2133

Large roll of bubble wrap

2095

Crate of 6 various workshop manuals

2134

Large roll of bubble wrap

2096

6 crates of mixed household items incl. toys,
games, party accessories, lamp, etc.

2135

Large roll of bubble wrap

2136

Large roll of bubble wrap

2097

4 crates of mixed CDs, many repeated titles

2137

Large roll of bubble wrap

2098

3 trays of various DVDs

2138

Large roll of bubble wrap

2099

2 crates of various Blu-rays

2139

Approx. 10 folding chairs (damaged)

2100

Crate of vaping liquid

*2140

Boxed Russell Hobbs sensor bin

2101

3 crates of various records

*2141

3 boxed Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle lights

2102

Crate of cookware

2142

Electronic talking battleships game

2103

2 crates of various records

2143

(6,7) Selection of sparkling blinds

2104

Crate of CDs

2144

Small box of painting table cloths

2105

Crate of clock parts

2145

Tray of joke scratch cards

2106

Crate of comics

2146

(1) Box of egg cookers

2107

2 crates of various records

2147

(4,5) Box of small telescopic binoculars
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2148

Box of Moshi Monsters duvet sets and other
sheets

2185

Pine framed large black board

2186

2 Bambinos tidy table trays

2149

Stainless steel waste bin

2187

2 boxes of mixed homewares incl. inspirational
plaques, mirrors, frames, jars, buckets, recipe
books, etc.

*2150

Magma tool bag and 1 further tool bag (damaged)

*2151

Beldray sweeper

*2152

(2174) Burco boiler and quantity of halogen cooker 2188
parts
2189

1800w upright vacuum cleaner

2153

Approx. half shelf of puzzles and books

2190

2154

spare

3 crates of mixed housewares incl. vacuum
cleaners, cookware and appliances

2155

Box containing 24 packs of alcohol wipes

*2201

6 Beldray cordless window vacs

2156

Box of Lamb's Navy bottle corks

*2202

3 hand sanitizing stations with first aid kit

2157

4 trays of various felt bags and frames

2203

12 cans of Fischer fire stop gun foam

Kleeneze steam cleaner and further hand held
steam cleaner

2204

Box of strong and versatile single thread wood
screws

Stainless steel Simple Human single section
pedal bin

2205

4 tubs of cleaning fluid

*2206

Stainless steel Simple Human double section
pedal bin

Quantity of interior lighting incl. 4 wall lamps,
emergency light and 2 ceiling lights

*2207

Bag containing smart wifi extender plugs

Bag containing quantity of H. Miles t-shirts

*2208

2 electric hot water taps

*2162

Wood effect kettle, Skandy kettle and 1 other
electric kettle

2209

9 600x600 CAT2 light fittings

*2210

2 boxes of various clips

2163

4 packs of Vax Stubborn Stains removal kits

2211

11 600x600 CAT2 light fittings

2164

Memo blocks, photo frames, fake tattoos and
paper clips

*2212

10 laptop trays

2165

Cookworks mixer

*2213

Clarke 9m retractable air hose reel

2166

Kenwood mixer

*2214

Boxed Henry vacuum cleaner

2167

Crate of Whatamugs

2215

Quantity of window wiping blades

2216

Box containing touch lights

*2217

Pro Elec heavy duty hand dryer

*2218

8 boxed and 2 unboxed wall thermometers

*2219

Pro Elec 240v 25m cable reel with 240v 25m cable
reel

*2220

Reel of multi comp cable

*2158
2159
2160
2161

*2168

Box containing loose kitchen appliances

2169

2 trays of sunglasses

2170

3 large trays of various CDs and DVDs

2171

Box containing large LED wall lights

2172

Box containing 24 rolls of clear sticky tape

2173

Model Mini

2177

2221
Set of floral curtains and set of traditional style red *2222
curtains
2223
Quantity of various grey and beige modern style
eyelet curtains
2224
Bling telephone, various lighting, 2 Erbauer work
*2225
lights, tap heads and iTouch screen protectors
2226
2 Elite knee sleeves

2178

Mahogany rectangular top coffee table

2179

Mahogany effect glass top coffee table

2180

Mid century teak stand with 2 doors

2181

Quantity of earthenware brewery bottles incl.
Burton United, T. Laughton, Scarborough and
various others

2182

2 boxes of United Kingdom car flags

2183
2184

2174
2175
2176

(3) Box of childrens fork and spade sets

(2435) 110v extension lead
Black desk lamp with magnifying lamp
9 2' weatherproof double light fittings with 8 single
2' weatherproof light fittings
18 600x600 CAT2 light fittings
2 Raaco screw organizers
6 Pro Elec 20" floor fans

*2227

Bag containing switches, sockets and various
electrical components

*2228

Bag containing switches, sockets and various
electrical components

*2229

Bag containing switches, sockets and various
electrical components

*2230

Bag containing switches, sockets and various
electrical components

Smart diffuser

*2231

Boxed Pro Elec 10 way consumer unit

Boxed heat press

*2232

Bag containing light switches, sockets and various
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electrical components

2267

8 tubs of turbo drive mixed size wood screws

Bag containing light switches, sockets and various 2268
electrical components
2269
Bag containing light switches, sockets and various 2270
electrical components
*2271
Bag containing light switches, sockets and various
*2272
electrical components
Bag containing light switches, sockets and various *2273

8 tubs of turbo drive mixed size wood screws

electrical components

*2274

Box containing Blyss doorbells

*2237

(26) Boxed Air Mates Hurricane V245/50 oil free
direct drive compressor

*2275

Box of various extension sockets

*2276

2 boxes of mixed cabling

*2238

(26) Boxed Air Mates Hurricane V245/50 oil free
direct drive compressor

*2277

4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps

*2239

(24) Boxed Pro Elec local air conditioning unit

*2278

4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps

*2279
Box containing lighting incl. down lights, lightbulbs
*2280
and strip lights
*2281
Shelf containing 3 16" pedestal fans, 2 16" wall
fans and 3 20" floor fans
*2282

4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps

*2242

Duratool pull along trolley (handle broken)

*2283

4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps

*2243

Pair of Dickies everyday work trousers, size w38

*2284

4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps

*2244

Boxed Duratool DC regulated power supply

*2285

*2245

Boxed Duratool SMD rework station

Box containing Hilka and other branded ratchet
straps

*2246

Box containing Silverline branded scissors

*2286
*2287

Boxed temperature controlled soldering station kit
Duratool 10.8v Compact High Talk impact driver
with 1 unboxed

*2288

(14) Duratool mouse sander

*2233
*2234
*2235
*2236

*2240
*2241

2247

Boxed pair of Urity work safety shoes in black,
size UK 4

*2248

Boxed Duratool 25 piece linbin set

*2249

6 boxed Pro Elec oil filled radiators, 1 unboxed oil *2289
filled radiator and 2 convector heaters
*2290

*2250
2251

2 large boxes containing Daewoo heaters and Pro
Elec heaters
2291
Pallet of assorted Pro Elec fans
*2292

8 tubs of turbo drive mixed size wood screws
(2472) Boxed Monroe reflex shock absorber
SIP work bench corner clamp
Ozito 13mm 5 speed drill press
Duratool mini grinder and drill kit

4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps
4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps
4 heavy duty blue ratchet straps

(15) Duratool 9" angle grinder
Iroda automatic ignition system soldering iron with
hand held SMD rework tool and electric engraver
(2497) Quantity of various sized cutting discs
(2501) Karcher WV2 Plus window vac

*2252

Large quantity of unboxed flood lights

*2293

*2253

Shallow pallet containing boxed and unboxed
convector heaters

Box containing 12 small tubs of 3 in 1 multi
purpose oil

*2294

(2518) 4 boxes of carbon steel window screws

*2254

Boxed Black + Decker work mate

2295

(2519) Small grey screw organizer rack

*2255

George wet and dry vacuum cleaner

2296
2297

(11) 2 110v angle grinders
(2502) Boxed Silverline heavy duty tile cutter

*2298

Iroda Solder Pro 180K automatic ignition portable
multi function heat gun with 3 Duratool soldering
iron stands

2256

Chrome and white powder coated bathroom
radiator

2257

Tool chest containing mixed branded spanners
incl. Draper, Stahlwille Motor, etc.

*2258

Clarke 5 drawer tool chest

2299

(2503) Box containing 20 round wall shower arms

*2259

(17) Boxed Evolution 255mm (10") TCT multi
purpose table saw and blade

2300

(2504) Box containing 20 round wall shower arms

2301

(2505) Box containing 20 round wall shower arms

2260

2 Erwin Record S 600mm sash clamps

2302

(2506) Box containing 20 round wall shower arms

2261

2 Erwin Record S 600mm sash clamps

2303

(2521) 2 Life Saver multi purpose fire extinguishers

2262

2 Erwin Record S 600mm sash clamps

*2304

2263

2 Erwin Record S 600mm sash clamps

Box containing 12 tins of Tangit all pressure PVC
adhesive

2264

8 tubs of turbo drive mixed size wood screws

*2305

2265

8 tubs of turbo drive mixed size wood screws

Box containing 2 residue FG 1625TAS glass
break detectors

2266

8 tubs of turbo drive mixed size wood screws

*2306

2 boxed Duratool 60mm swivel table vices
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*2307

2 boxed Duratool 60mm swivel table vices

2341

(1) Logik 23" TV with remote with LG 22" TV with
remote

2308

(21) 12L dehumidifier

2309

Blue toolbox containing mixed tools with red crate 2342
of mixed tools incl. shears, level saw, etc.
2343

(3) Sony Bravia 32" TV with remote

Box containing misc. items incl. rechargeable
light, digital air compressor, engineers file set,
sticky tape dispenser, etc.

2344

(5) Toshiba 32" TV with remote

2345

(25) Paper shredder

*2346

Bag of HDMI cables and Labgear amplifier splitters

2347

Box of photographic leads

2348

2 boxed Canon Pixma MG255OS printers

(2525) Vaporetto steamer

*2349

Boxed Definite Technology Demand D7 speaker

2 boxes of mixed items incl. part chisel set, Pro
Elec batteries, lightbulbs, etc.

*2350

Boxed Brother DCP 1610W printer

*2351

Boxed bubble machine

2315

Cased Ryobi twin drill set with 1 battery and 1
battery charger

*2352

(2523) Canon colour laser cartridge with roll of
photographic paper and Cathedral shredder

2316

Silverline 195 mig welder

*2353

(7) 2 fan units with digital video recorder

2317

MacAllister planer thicknesser

*2354

Dymo label printer

*2318

Boxed JSB 10 replacement mask filter set

*2355

Boxed Trust Oxxtron 1000VA UPS system

2319

HPC 100 Economy 2 wheel air compressor

*2356

Hama camera tripod

2320

Black crate containing mixed tooling incl. GClamp, spanners, etc. with small red filer and
green screw organizer

2357

(6) Toshiba DVD player with Technica DVD player
with remote

2358

2321

Clear plastic box containing cordless drills and
batteries with 3 part cased power tools missing
batteries and chargers

Sony World Zone FM/AM solid state 23 band
receiver

*2359

Tama drum pedal

*2360

(2564) LG Blu-ray disc player with digi home
freeview and digital TV recorder

*2361

The Bridge single band wifi station

*2362

Boxed Pro Signal Universal anti theft tablet
counter top kiosk

*2310

2311
*2312
2313
*2314

*2322

Box of automotive car belts
(2125) Box of various cleaning accessories incl.
dust pans and brushes, mop lid, etc.

(2524) Clear box containing mixed items incl.
Stanley staple gun, cable tracker, interset and
setting tool fixing kit, etc.

*2323

Pallet containing quantity of unboxed fans

*2324

Pallet containing quantity of unboxed fans

(4) Panasonic Viera 32" TV with remote

*2363
Pallet containing data cabinets and server cabinet
2364
parts
19 5' double wide bodied decorative light fittings *2365
with 2 5' single wide bodied light fittings, 4 light
fitting covers and 2 twin bodied light fittings
*2366
4 boxes of light housings
*2367

(8) Apart media player

Approx. 31 2' batten light housings with 6 boxes of 2368
batten lights
2369
Large quantity of 2' light batten housing
2370
Large quantity of various beading
*2371
Wooden decorators table
*2372
2 whiteboards

Boxed 1 by 1 turntable hifi system with speakers

2333

(9) Indesit AAA table top dish washer

2373

2334

(2540) Integrated oven

2335

(2537) White 4 hob electric oven

London Joy Tech steering wheel and foot pedal
with V Force interact steering wheel and foot pedal
set

2336

(2539) Zanussi under counter fridge

*2374

3 Hama web cams with Hama microphone,
keyboard and card reader

2337

3 wooden cased turn tables

*2375

2338

Boxed 1 by 1 stereo turntable

(2583) 4 mixed branded computer keyboards with
2 Canon cartridges and TP-Link wifi system

2339

Unboxed 1 by 1 stereo turntable

*2376

2340

Boxed semi automatic turntable

2 Duracell high speed battery chargers with
unbranded battery charger pack

*2377

(2585) Mono blade mens shaver

*2325
2326

2327
2328
2329
2330
2331
*2332
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6 various printer cartridges
(2567) 8 Pro Elec TV wall mounts with 2
microphone stands
Box of computer leads
Boxed 24x3W RGB DMX LED bar
Boxed 1 by 1 turntable hifi system with speakers
Pipe bender
4 handled flight case
Pallet containing 14 boxes of Element 14 A
raspberry pi computer component parts

*2378

6 LED Lemser torches

*2379

2 Duratool 18V batteries

*2380

Infra red body temperature thermometer with
another infra red thermometer

*2381

Boxed Blue Pont CCTV kit with CCTV colour
camera

*2382

X Trust Silent wireless keyboard and mouse with X
Trust bluetooth keyboard

*2383

Cased set of Koss headphones

*2384

2 Pro Signal 4 way aerial amplifiers with HDMI
matrix lead set

*2385

4 raspberry pi 4 starter kits with 5 raspberry pi
computer components

*2386

2 X Trust web cams with LED lights

*2387

Prestigo Wise NK3 mobile

*2388

Prestigo car dash cam

*2389

Prestigo Road Runner cube car video recorder

*2390

(2596) Gryphon smart watch charging dock

*2391

3 mutli com dynamic microphones

*2392

Thompson bluetooth speaker

*2393

4 2' white USB 2 lightning coiled cables with for
iPad and iPods

2394

(2599) Dakota 3G network mobile, no charger

2395

(2602) 5 Touchdown charging pads

*2396

Canyon GPS tracker for seniors

*2397

(2604) Childs Vtech kids watch in pink with charger

*2398

IPC tester in case

*2399

(2613) Square terminal and paper reader

*2400

(2615) Cased measuring gauge

*2401

4 various HDMI splitters

*2402

(2616) 3 various computer components with 3 sets
of blank CDs

*2403

Quantity of mixed branded headphones
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